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Return To Our Second Home
Written by Masha, Conny and Charlotte

We are three volunteers, Masha, Conny and Charlotte from Germany and last year
we had a wonderful stay at School for Life as volunteers. This year we got the
opportunity to come back with donations collected in Germany and thanks to the
fundraising we were able to renovate some of the Family Houses. The collected amount
was not as huge as we could build a new needed building, but enough to fix or change
the most needed things in almost each Family House.
We painted one house at Suksan Family and changed the toilets, the roof-sheets,
windows and doors. At Sai Yar Rak Family House we changed the broken toilets, and at
the N-Boys Family House we put some new window glasses and changed the broken
roof-sheets.
Furthermore we wanted to have a great time with the children as well. So we
decided to go to the San Kamphaeng Hot Spring where the children could enjoy the
afternoon outside of the school and have some fun in the water during these hot days.
The children were very excited about that trip and were looking forward to go
swimming. Last Thursday and Friday noon we drove the children from the school with
two cars to the Hot Spring. The children could swim in a swimming pool and they could
cook their own eggs in boiling hot springs and enjoy some ice cream.
Today we did a wonderful Sunday afternoon activity. We got many shirts from
Shirts for Life in Germany and brought them to the school. We used them to do some
beautiful batik art. Everybody could feel free to do his or her own style and at the end
they were surprised and proud about their new shirts.
We had a nice time together and a lot of fun. You could feel they liked the change
in their daily school and life routine.
This Monday we did a last class-trip for the graduating class M3. We went to Huay
Tueng Thao Lake, after finishing their last exam. The children were very happy to a
have a nice excursion after this week full of last examinations. We enjoyed a delicious
meal by the lake and even if most of the children can´t swim, they went into the water
and had much fun playing with tubes, Frisbee plates and just enjoying together.
We went home exhausted, but with a big smile on our faces!
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